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Dear Deputy Secretary,  

 

Congratulations on your appointment as our new Deputy Secretary of State! Thank you for your many years of 

exceptional and extensive service on behalf of our country. Your efforts are certainly appreciated by many 

people. Joe Biden has clearly put together a super team of officials.      

 

Many people believe that foreign relations challenges are so difficult that we should not expect their resolution 

any time soon. They feel their thinking is justified because so many problems have gone on and on for decades 

unresolved.  

 

For example: The Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the issues with Iran, North Korea, the India-Pakistan problem and 

the serious issues with Russia and China. I know of your familiarity with these challenges.   

 

What most people in and out of government do not know is that all these challenges and more could be 

effectively resolved if foreign relations officials had the ability to accurately identify the critical issues bypassed 

which have continually undermined some of the best efforts made.  

 

They would then have the clarity necessary to effectively pursue breakthrough solutions. We are recommending 

that foreign policymakers and all other primary problem solvers here and abroad participate in transformational 

ontology based programs. They have a proven and consistent track record of success since the 1970s wherever 

they were used. Their most important benefit is that participants dramatically expand their level or scope of 

their conscious awareness.  

 

Broadening one’s conscious awareness powerfully brings into view the information needed to accurately 

identify everything officials would need to know to produce outstanding major breakthrough results in all 

security, humanitarian and environmental challenges.    

 

I would like to speak with you personally about this as soon as possible. Please read the OIC-Delegating 

document. It is critically important to eliminate misperceptions.   

 

With tremendous admiration and profound respect, I remain,  

 

Sincerely yours,  

Arnie Keiser 
Arnold Keiser               
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PS: I read that you were involved in social work in Baltimore. One of our members is Mark Stave in Baltimore 

who is an attorney working for a child agency in Baltimore. I wonder if you know him. 

 

My son Craig was a US Marine Non-Commissioned Officer who volunteered with sick or troubled kids. I 

wanted him to do similar work since he became an attorney. I also wanted him to be a diplomat since he met 

many going with me to the DOS, embassies and the UN. Anyway he is a Deputy Attorney General in NJ. 

 

I noticed you have an affiliation with the Atlantic Council. Do you know Barbara Slavin? 


